Let G be a complete monomial group with nilpotent base, namely, G = NwrSymm, the wreath product of a finite nilpotent group N with the symmetric group on m letters. Then G satisfies the normalizer conjecture for ZG.
Introd uction
Let ZG be the integral group ring of a finite group G and U = U(ZG) its group of units.
Let Nu(G) be the normalizer of Gin U. Then the normalizer conjecture (Nor) states that Nu(G) = G . (, where ( is the centre of U. The first result on this conjecture is due to Coleman [1] , who proved that the conjecture is true for nilpotent groups. This was extended by Jackowski and Marciniak [5] to groups G having a normal Sylow 2-subgroup. An important connection between the Normalizer Conjecture and the Isomorphism Problem (Iso), was discovered by Mazur [7] . Recently, Hertweck [4] has found counterexamples to both these problems. It is still of some interest to find classes of groups for which (Nor) and/ or (Iso) have positive solutions. Petit Lobao and Polcino Milies [9] have confirmed (Nor) for Frobenius groups. There are other groups for which (Nor) holds (see Li, Parmenter and Sehgal [6] ). In this note, we study complete monomial groups. The (Aut) conjecture of Zassenhaus was established for wreath products AwrSymm, PwrSymm, Symm wrSymn, where A is abelian and P is a p-group, in [3] , [2] , [8] , and [11] . Let G = NwrSymm be the wreath product of N by the symmetric group on m letters. Thus G = Nm )<JSymm. The action of 8ymm on Nm is natural, (nI, n2,. . ., nm)U = (nu(I), nu (2) ,.' . , nu(m))' It will be convenient for us to write any element bE Nm as b = (b(l),... , b(m)). Our main result is: We shall prove this theorem by induction on the order of G. For induction purposes we shall need a strengthening of the conjugating element. The case when N is abelian is proved in Section 2 and the general case is proved in Section 3.
Preliminaries
Our notations are standard, as in [10] . We use Greek letters to denote elements of the symmetric group Symm and lower case Latin letters to denote elements of Nm. We write ( for the centre and (2 for the second centre of N. By 82 we understand the Sylow 2-subgroup of the nilpotent group Nm whereas S(l i) stands for a fixed Sylow 2-subgroup of 8ymm which contains the transposition (1 i). If i i= j, then S(l i) i= S(l j). We say that a subgroup of the direct product Nm is extensive if it intersects all copies of N, (1,1,..., N,. . .,1), nontrivially. We recall the following important facts for use in the proof: Proof If m = 1 there is nothing to prove as G is abelian. Suppose m = 2. Then G has an abelian subgroup of index 2. So (Nor) holds for G by Theorem 2 of Li-Parmenter-Sehgal [6] .
Thus all elements of Is are inner. Let
Thus b is central and we can replace it with 1. We shall now discuss the case m~3. Let
automorphisms of 8ymm are inner and, thus, there exists (J in Symm such that
If m = 6, an outer automorphism of 8ym6 maps (12) to an element of type (2,2,2), however, <Pu fixes 8(12). Thus <Puis inner. Hence, in both cases, we have
with a fixed (J in Symm and (J2 = 1, because<p~= id.
Since <Pu(g)"-IGg, given <5 in 8ymm, there exist ali in Am and Iii in 8ymm, both depending on (j, such that (3.1)
Due to (3.1), we have
with ali in Am depending on <5.Let us now check the action of <Puon Am. (2) . au(k)(k) for 2 < k s: m. Proof. We shall use induction on IGI. The result is true for abelian N by Theorem 2. Let us now assume that N is nonabelian. Let However, the centres of~and Pj are extensive in Nm. We know, by the properties of the wreath product, that only the identity can fix an extensive subgroup elementwise, so Ti = T = Tj. We conclude that On the other hand, by using (4.6) and centrality of Coin Nm
Hence Since C is in the second centre, (m, C is central and thus
Because a-ba-b= I, it followsthat C2= I, i.e. c2 E em. Since Nm is nilpotent, we may decompose C into factors belonging to its Sylow subgroups. Thus we conclude that the "odd" factors of c are central.
a)
Let us first suppose that the Sylow 2-subgroup of Nm, 82, is abelian. Then c is central in Nm. Thus, for all n in Nm:
Since Cois central in Nm, we can write, for all 9 in G: Writing h = bco, we have, for all 8 in 8ymm:
Let us calculate the action of u on the transposition (1 i). Since 82 >48(1 i) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, we know by Coleman's result, Lemma 2, that there exist elements ei in Nm and Ti in 8ymm such that, for all x in 82 >48(1 i), we have:
For all x in 82, in the quotient G/(N')m, we have -1 -Ti XTi = x. Since the projection of 82 is extensive in this quotient, we conclude that Ti = 1. Besides, since l.{Ju fixes elementwise the subgroup 82, we have that ei centralizes 82. Thus, for all x in 82 >48(1 i), we obtain h-1 (1) . h(i) = ei1 (1) .~(i).
We define an element f in Nm by f = hC;lhwhere ho = (h (1) 
